AMBULIFT CLASSIC
Powered bathing aid

...with people in mind
POWERED BATHING FOR THE SMALLER BATHROOM

Static powered bathing
Ambulift Classic Q operates in a very restricted space, and is therefore the ideal bathing system for the smaller bathroom, or where doorways are narrow.

The hoist is secured to the floor at the corner of the bath. The patient can be easily transferred from a wheelchair or bed to the bathroom on the Ambulift Classic chair. The encircling arms on the chair fold back to allow easy side transfer. The chair and sub-chassis form a compact and highly manoeuvrable unit which passes easily through narrow doorways.

Mobile powered bathing
Ambulift Classic is designed to operate in a variety of bathroom designs. Ambulift Classic M has an adjustable width chassis which allows access around the end of an island bath, and if necessary the whole unit can be removed from the bathroom. The handset allows the carer to stay close to the patient at all times.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Options

An optional electronic scale for accurate and easy weighing of the patient.

A chair with a commode aperture is available. The commode facility promotes easy washing. An extending leg rest can be supplied.

Product information

- Safe working load: 160 kg (350 lbs)
- Supply voltage: 24 V DC
- Lifting range: 897 mm (35”)

Accessories

Bedpan and bedpan holder

Extended leg rest

Base available for Q model for both wooden and concrete floors

Only ArjoHuntleigh designed parts, which are designed specifically for the purpose, should be used on the equipment and products supplied by ArjoHuntleigh. As our policy is one of continuous development we reserve the right to modify designs and specifications without prior notice.

ArjoHuntleigh, Ambulift Classic Q, Ambulift Classic M and Mobility Gallery are trademarks belonging to the ArjoHuntleigh group.


Mobility Gallery

Suitable for Albert and Barbara

A Albert, who is ambulatory and independent

B Barbara, who can support herself to some degree

Please contact ArjoHuntleigh for further information on the Mobility Gallery™.
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